
INSTRUCTIONS

THE POCHETTE 
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The Pochette is a small, elegant clutch with a zip that is worn
classically with a hand strap. You can also combine it with the
Statement Strap or the chain. It is not only great to wear on its own,
but is also a great addition to a larger bag like the Tote Bag or the
Bucket Bag. It is also very practical to combine several Pochettes
and clip them together with the carabiner of a Statement Strap. 

GETTING STARTED 

The Pochette – here we go! With this DIY box you can now start your
journey with leathercraft - a successful end result guaranteed.
Whether you're a beginner or advanced, these instructions will show
you all the steps to create your own leather handbag professionally.
To get started, take some time familiarize yourself with the
ingredients and leather pieces of the DIY box and check out an
overview of all steps in the progress tracker!  

IMPORTANT: The basics of leatherworking can be found in our
separate Basics Guide. If you are trying out one of our DIY boxes
for the first time, you should first read through the Basics Guide
and learn the three skills "gluing", "sewing" and "edge finishing".
We also recommend our explanatory video tutorials to get you
started.



ATTACHING THE HAND STRAP  
A) The strap is sewn to a D-ring on the Pochette, and there is a small
carabiner at the other end of it. This way you can not only use the
Pochette with a wrist strap, but also attach it to another bag (e.g. our
Shopper). However, in this variant the wrist strap is not detachable.  

B) Alternatively, you can attach both ends of the leather strap to the
carabiner and clip the wrist strap on and off as needed. In this case,
however, it is no longer possible to attach the Pochette to the
Shopper because there is no longer a long strap. 

VARIATIONS OVERVIEW 
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CARRYING VARIANTS 

Wrist Strap Variant A Wrist Strap Variant B 



2x D-rings
1x carabiner small
1x zipper 22 cm 
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D-RING BINDING PARTS (2x) 

BAG BODY (2x)

METAL ACCESSOIRES 

PREPARATION

CUT PIECES 

LEATHER STRAPS (2x) 

LINING (2x)
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LINING PIECE
BINDING STRIP (2x) 

IMPORTANT: The binding strips and the lining piece have only been in our
DIY boxes since the end of February 2022.
If you don't have them and still want to include them, please email us at
hello@bagsandpieces.co and we will send them to you free of charge. 
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TOOLS & ADDITIONAL ITEMS  

You are missing a part or have a question? 
Then write us an email at hello@bagsandpieces.co

and we will get back to you as soon as possible! 

1x sewing thread 10 m
3x saddler's needles with blunt point  
3x binder clips 

1x leather glue (small)  
1x brush for applying the leather glue  

1x base coat for priming the edge color
1x edge paint  
1x roller dye pen for the application of base coat & edge paint
1x sanding sponge 

1x Stylefix adhesive tape for zip

Step-by-Step Guide (download) 
Tutorial Videos & Basics Guide (available online) 
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PREPARATION



PROGRESS TRACKER 
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SEWING IN THE ZIPPER 4

FIXING D-RING BINDING PARTS5

SEWING THE OUTER EDGE 6

GLUING AND SEWING THE WRIST STRAP7

FINAL EDGE FINISHING 8

EDGE FINISHING AND REINFORCING D-RINGS 1

GLUING THE ZIPPER 2

GLUING LINING AND BINDING STRIPS 3

MAKING THE POCHETTE  



Top and bottom ends (approx. 5 cm) of the long leather straps 
Top edge and the top 4 cm of the side edge of the front and back
of the Pochette (the leather parts are identical) 
D-ring binding parts all around 
Thin binding strips for the top edge all around 

STEP 1: EDGE FINISHING AND REINFORCING D-RINGS

First, work some of the edges of the leather parts with edge colour
before sewing them in place so that they can no longer be reached.
The following areas are worked on now: 

As these edges should be inconspicuous, we recommend that you
only apply edge colour and no base coat. Proceed as described in
the Basics Guide. You may want to apply another coat of edge colour
to the top edges of the Pochette pieces and the top edges of the
binding strips, as these areas will be prominently visible later.  
Also, now reinforce the D-ring binding parts by applying lining to
them. Use the leftover piece of lining that came with your DIY box
and cut two small rectangles, each 1 x 5 cm in size. Glue them in the
middle of the D-ring edging pieces (only apply glue to the leather). If
you don't have a lining included because you have an older DIY box,
you can use any non-stretch fabric. 

PROCEDURE 
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2x 
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STEP 2: GLUING THE ZIPPER 

Tape a strip of Stylefix to the front (pretty side) of the zip so that it is
flush with the outer edge of the zip. Position a leather Pochette piece
in the centre of the zip and make sure that the seam holes between
Stylefix and the zip teeth are free. 
Important: You cannot sew through Stylefix by hand, the holes
must be exposed – do not glue them shut (see drawing)! 
For a nicer finish on the zip ends, fold them back once towards the
centre of the zip and then down at a 45° angle to create a perfect
finish. Glue these ends in place with a little Stylefix. 

STEP 3: GLUING LINING AND BINDING STRIPS 

OPTIONAL: Incorporate Trapunto in advance 
Now glue the lining. To do this, first glue a strip of Stylefix to the back
of the zipper on the outer edge (same position as before, only on the
back of the zipper). 
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STEP 4: SEWING IN THE ZIPPER

After gluing, sew in the zipper at the top edge of the pochette and
include the leather strip from the inside. Start the seam at the third
seam hole inside the top edge and sew with the saddle stitch along
the edge through the leather, lining, zipper and the binding strip as
described in the Basics Guide. Finish the seam at the third last seam
hole of the top edge and glue the thread in the leather. 

Repeat steps 2 to 4 for the second part of the pochette (other edge
of the zipper). 
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Also apply leather glue to the back inside of the leather, leaving the
seam holes free (apply glue only to the inside of the leather, not to
the lining). Now place the lining on the leather and tap everything
firmly into place. 

You can place the binding strip on the lining at the top edge so that
the zipper is nicely covered in from both sides. To do this, use
Stylefix again and glue a strip to the lower edge of the binding strip's
back side, leaving the seam holes free. Then glue the binding strip to
the centered top edge of the lining so that the holes line up. If you
glue the binding strip exactly in the middle, you will have one free
hole on the left and right (see marking). You can also use needles for
alignment. 
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STEP 5: FIXING D-RING BINDING PARTS 

Thread the D-ring onto the lined binding piece and glue the ends
together with leather glue so that the D-ring holds in place (apply
glue  until the edges of both sides, leaving the inner vertical rows of
stitching holes free (see marking).  This part does not need to be
sewn. 

Position the binding parts starting from the 4th seam hole from the
top along the left and right sides of the Pochette piece. You can used
needles for better positioning. Glue the leather binding pieces to the
lining with a few pieces of Stylefix (do not use Stylefix on the side
seam holes). 
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Well done! 
The first part is done – great! It was a bit tricky with gluing and
sewing of the zipper, but now it's time for the last seam and you'll
see how the bag comes together. Keep it up! This would be a perfect
moment to take a break – or share your progress with us on
Instagram at @bagsandpieces.co and #thepochette!
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STEP 7: GLUING AND SEWING HAND STRAP  
OPTION A: NOT REMOVABLE 

Glue the shorter strap in the middle of the longer strap so that there
are two free seam holes on the left and right side of the larger strap.
Then thread the strap through the rings (on one side through the D-
ring and on the other side through the D-ring ring of the carabiner)
and fold it over so that the seam holes match. 
Then, fix the fold with a drop of leather glue and tap everything well
(leather glue on the inside of the leather). Then sew the  area  in 
 place

STEP 6: SEWING THE OUTER EDGE    

Now fold the Pochette down and sew the front and back together. To
do this, start at the point where the zipper seam ended and do an
overbinding stitch. At the first seam hole, pass the thread outwards
over the edges and thread it through the hole again from the other
side. Do this once from each side so that there are two loops of
thread over the edges. Then, on the top edge of the Pochette, sew
the short distance (2 stitches) through all the leather layers and then
around the Pochette, enclosing the already glued D-ring binding
pieces. On the other side of the zipper, finish again with the
overbinding stitch.  
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STEP 7: GLUE AND SEW HAND STRAP 
VARIANT B: REMOVABLE 

If you want to attach the wrist strap to the carabiner only, first
shorten the short strip by 1.2 cm (cut off the seam holes on one side)
and shorten the long strip by 2.5 cm (also cut off the seam holes on
one side). 
Then glue the short strip to the back of the long strip so that the two
inner seam holes of the long strip line up with the seam holes of the
short strip (it doesn't matter which side).
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with a few stitches through the three layers of leather and hide the
thread in the leather.

Now you can thread the strip on the left side through the D-ring of
the carabiner and fold the right side from above onto the seam
holes. Make sure that the seam holes of all four layers of leather
match. Fix them with a few stitches.  
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STEP 8: FINAL EDGE FINISHING  
Finally you have to work on the outer edges of the Pochette and the
wrist strap. Apply several coats of Base Coat as described in the
Basics Guide, always sanding between each coat. You can also use a
sewing needle to apply base coat and edge colour to the areas near
the D-ring to get as close to the D-ring as possible. When you are
happy with the base, sand the edge and apply the edge paint.
Depending on how good the edge looks after the first coat of paint,
you can also apply a second or third coat of edge paint or a coat of
edge paint diluted with water. When everything is dry, you are done.

You made it! 
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It is done! You have made your very own individual Pochette! You
can really be proud of yourself – we certainly are and are very
happy with each finished make! To share your joy, post a photo of
your Pochette on Instagram and link us up with the hashtag
#thepochette and our account @bagsandpieces.co. We're super
excited to see your Pochette!
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The rights to pictures, drawings, as well as texts are exclusively with BAGS & PIECES
GmbH., represented by Vivian Edel. The instructions may only be used for private
purposes. Duplication, copying and passing on of the instructions or parts of these
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